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One in three think Jeremy Hunt will make no difference to Britain’s 
economy or that he will make it worse, while a fifth say better
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From what you’ve seen or heard, if anything, about Jeremy Hunt since he became 

Chancellor of the Exchequer do you think he…?
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… will change Britain’s economy for?

Don’t know

Base: 1,086 Online British adults aged 18-75, 11-14 November 2022
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Support for potential economic policies in this week’s Autumn Statement
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Cut back government spending on major infrastructure projects

Not raising benefit payments next year as much as inflation

Increasing the amount raised in inheritance tax by freezing the
threshold for paying it at £325,000 until 2028

Increasing the amount raised in income tax by freezing the
threshold for paying 40% tax at earnings above £52,270 until 2028

Increasing the amount raised in income tax by lowering the
threshold for paying 45% tax from earnings £150k+ to £140k+

Keeping overseas aid at 0.5% of GDP instead
of raising it back to 0.7% as planned

Increasing the amount raised in income tax by increasing
the top rate of tax from 45% to 50% for earnings over £150,000

Raising the energy windfall tax on profits earned
by oil and gas companies from 25% to 30%

Base: 1,086 Online British adults aged 18-75, 11-14 November 2022

As you may know, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Jeremy Hunt, will be making an Autumn Statement next 

Thursday, in which it is expected he will announce measures to reduce government debt by raising more money 

through taxes or reducing public spending. To what extent, if at all, would you support or oppose each of the 

following potential polices being implemented?
Support Oppose
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Support for potential economic policies in this week’s Autumn Statement
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Increasing the amount council tax can
rise each year from 2% to at least 5%

Increasing VAT 20% to 22%

Limit public sector pay rises to 2%

Cutting the amount spending on public services
grows each year from 2025 to 2028 from 3.7% to 1%

Removing the triple lock on the state pensions, meaning
payments will not rise as much as inflation next year

Increasing both employers' and employees'
National Insurance Contributions by 1.25%

Increasing the amount raised in income tax by freezing the
threshold for paying 20% tax at earnings above £12,750 until 2028

Base: 1,086 Online British adults aged 18-75, 11-14 November 2022

As you may know, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Jeremy Hunt, will be making an Autumn Statement next 

Thursday, in which it is expected he will announce measures to reduce government debt by raising more money 

through taxes or reducing public spending. To what extent, if at all, would you support or oppose each of the 

following potential polices being implemented?
Support Oppose
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